
Cloudbakers Hires Eric Lannert as Chief
Technology Officer
From 2010 tech startup to Google’s
Premier Partner, Cloudbakers takes
another step forward by hiring CTO, Eric
Lannert, to scale and continue
innovation.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, UNITED STATES,
August 28, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Cloudbakers welcomes Eric Lannert
today as its new CTO. The bootstrapped
cloud services company has been
successful attracting top technical talent stemming from the Founder, Mitch Greenwald, who prior to
starting Cloudbakers, was a CIO himself. High growth and a commitment to provide best of class
cloud technology solutions has lead to the need for another Executive level technical position. Eric
Lannert fits the bill perfectly. 

Eric is equally impressed with
Cloudbakers, our principled
commitment, solution focus
and technology leadership.”

Mitch Greenwald

Lannert has extensive experience in technology, consulting,
strategy, process improvement and employee development.
He will be based out of the company’s headquarters in
Chicago, Illinois.

As with all of the company’s employees, Cloudbakers takes
pride in their philosophy of ‘connecting with people and
contributing to their purpose’. His alignment with Cloudbakers’

core values is evident in his experience in working as Program Director at the Digital Youth Directory
at DePaul University, VP of Technology at i.c.Stars (a non profit that Cloudbakers also supports) and
as a former manager within Accenture. His advanced degrees in Computer Science and Finance as
well as Artificial Intelligence, only scratch the surface of his dedication to lifelong learning.

“I have known Eric for many years,” says Mitch Greenwald. “Eric recently worked with Cloudbakers
through a collaboration with one of our clients and our application development team. He was equally
impressed with Cloudbakers, our principled commitment, solution focus and technology leadership.” 

This mutual excitement and commitment makes Lannert’s official transition into the company a simple
one. Cloudbakers has made tremendous progress over the last several years and is well positioned
for growth and success. This addition to the team is yet another progressive step in the company’s
evolution as they continue to focus on providing their clients the best of cloud strategies and user
adoption methods.

About Cloudbakers
Cloudbakers is a privately-held cloud services company that transforms mid-market organizations by
planning their cloud strategy, deploying solutions, and adopting new technologies through a

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.cloudbakers.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/eric-lannert-5386215/
http://voyagechicago.com/interview/meet-mitch-greenwald-cloudbakers-loop-west-loop/


customized change management program. Their expertise in Google Cloud and Zoho allows their
clients to leverage tools from G Suite to CRM to Chrome and custom applications using Google Cloud
Platform. The company’s purpose is to connect with people, and contribute to their purpose, whether
that be providing better healthcare, customer service, or operational efficiency.
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